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Free Support

Landscape
Design Imaging
Software
GreenScapes
GreenScapes makes it incredibly easy for the Professional Landscaper to
design an entire landscape quickly. Landscape Design Imaging Software
GreenScapes and GreenScapes Night-Lighting helps landscapers show
clients what they have a hard time visualizing when designing landscaping
or hardscapes. GreenScapes solves the problem for landscape contractors
of "I just can't picture it!"

NIGHT-LIGHTING
INCLUDED

The presentation value of an
actual photograph depicting
the planned landscape design
is tremendous. It is a surefire
way to close the landscape
deal sooner.

GreenScapes & Night
8GB USB Card Install
US Shipping
Zip File Download
Free Support
Free Training Video’s
Payments Available
ONLY $525.00

Call: 772-647-8147

'Seeing is believing'; just take a digital photo on your first visit with a
potential customer, download to your GreenScapes Landscape Design
Imaging Program and within minutes, show them your landscape design
concept. The customer doesn't always know what landscaping they want,
but, they know what landscaping they like when you can show it to them.

http://www.LandscapeDesignImagingSoftware.com
Michele@LandscapeDesignImagingSoftware.com

Landscapers love GreenScapes
Hi Michele,
Thank you again for helping me as I just went through the steps
you outlined and the program is now officially ‘Registered’.
I sincerely recommend you and your firm as you were
especially great in delivering, explaining and guiding me
through the essentials of the program. The main ‘Guts’ of the
program is so easy to understand compared to other software
packages that I was contemplating to buy. The ‘GreenScapes’
software makes things simple, fast and fun. I compare it to the
learning process I went through with the new ‘Smart Phones’
when they came out. All that is needed after the tutorial, is to
explore and things link up so easily because your program
respects keeping things simple.
Again, we appreciate all that you and your firm have done. I
am ready to face a new season with a great new Landscape
Design tool "GreenScapes" that will help people visualize
quicker and come to a buying decision faster.
Have a great day Michele and will be in touch,
Sincerely, Rick Grant Landscape Design Director

"The program really helps in selling your job and making you
look professional as a contractor. Customers really like the fact
that can see what the project may look like before spending all
their money! Thanks for a great product.” Ryan

We just purchased and use GreenScapes. Absolutely love it. It
is super easy to use, we had tried using other landscape and
pool design products previously, but they're difficult to use
without spending a lot of time and training, and to our
customer's weren't realistic enough. With GreenScapes
Landscape Design you take a picture of the customer's house,
be it the backyard, front yard, etc & there are libraries with lots
of products you insert into the picture and create masterpieces
with the customer's actual yard/house. The price of $500.00
was great, there are tutorial videos specific to the different
functions if you need help, or you can call the support staff. We
are a Pool Installation company and find it very helpful and
easy to use, especially for the great price & the customer's love
how realistic it is and being able to use an ACTUAL picture of
their yard. GreenScapes is Definitely recommend as a 10.
Wonderful product by Landscape Design Imaging Software.
Justina Richardet American Swimming Pools MO.

Michele,
I have to tell you I have been using an imaging program
(former program DesignWare) for at least 15 years. It has
taken away the guess work for my clients in what they are
getting. With a render drawing they never understand what I
was trying to create for them. I am so happy with GreenScapes.
With GreenScapes I never have a customer surprised. The
GreenScapes program allows my clients to see what they get,
it's that simple. With drawings I had many conflicts with the
client not understanding what I was trying to achieve. Often
the customer is left in the dark with many unexpected
surprises. GreenScapes makes my job so much easier working
with the client. I usually take the clients ideas and implement
them in GreenScapes. Then I go back to review with them and
show them the results of a design and make the necessary
changes if need be. I have been designing all my life and have
awards in both the Boston and RI Flower Shows. I will
continue to use GreenScapes program because it is a great time
saver compared to other methods. Edits are so easy you never
have to start from the beginning as with scale drawings. I can't
say enough great things about the GreenScapes program.
Thanks so much for all your help with updates. You're always
a great help to me.
Denis R. PA Lawn and Landscape Contractor

"Closed more jobs in the last three weeks than I did last
summer. Unbelievable." Andy
"Immediately after purchasing the software I gave it to one of
my sales guys. He watched the training movies and quickly
learned how to use the basics of the software. He took it out on
his laptop to a bid that same day where he closed a $30,000
Job! The best part is the customer had already gotten another
bid from a different contractor but with the Imaging Software
she decided to go with us. Thank you SO much! The program
paid for itself in the same day!" Carlos

"The program is more than fantastic. I have got to pinch myself
to believe that we were fortunate enough to stumble on your
website. Thanks again I have been signing up multiple sales
since I started using the software." Will

